
Spelling and Punctuation 
Created National Bank Note 

Title Varieties 

INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE 

Altered presentations of town names and variable punctuation in bank titles on national bank notes 

serve up fascinating oddities once you develop an eye and taste for them. The purpose of this chapter is to 

bring examples of such variability to your attention and offer explanations for it when available. 

Variations between plate combinations for the same bank occurred most frequently during the 

Original Series. The explanation is that plate orders for the banks were going to as many as three different 

bank note companies and the language on the respective orders was not consistent. 

Some changes were made deliberately by the Comptroller’s clerks to bring the town names 

submitted by different bankers in the same town into conformity with post office usage. Occasionally, the 

spelling or presentation of a town name was changed by the Post Office Department, so the clerk’s 

attempted to use the current version on new plate orders. 

PRESENTATION 

Tinkering with the presentation of town names came into vogue in the early 1880s as the 

Comptroller’s clerks attempted to bring town names into conformity with post office usage. The changes 

first appeared during the end of Comptroller John W. Knox’s administration on new Series of 1882 plates 

when bankers began extending charters for existing banks. The first affected were the notes for The First 

National Banks of Laporte, Indiana (377), and Portchester, New York (402). The presentations were altered 

respectively to La Porte and Port Chester to conform to post office spellings. The plate date on the new 

Series of 1882 plates for both was February 25, 1883. 

These types of minor adjustments continued sporadically over the years when charters were 

extended and new plates had to be made. Usually, the change was carried out in all instances of the town 

name in the title block, but sometimes only in the postal location. 
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Figure 1. The desire of the Comptroller of the Currency to present towns correctly on national bank notes 

reached new heights when Series of 1882 plates began to be made for extending banks when revisions to the 

presentation of town names such as this began to appear. 
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The most common juncture when corrections—or mistakes—were made was when plates for a new 

series were being ordered following an extension. Generally, all the plates in the new series came out with 

the identical title. The uniformity of the change has the appearance of a formal title change, but bankers 

rarely filed for such title changes. Instead, most of these adjustments were informal title changes—changes 

that appeared without involvement of the bankers. 

Numerous corrections and mistakes were made at the startup of the Series of 1929. It is apparent 

that people submitting the plate orders in the Comptroller’s office were using records containing the official 

titles as they drew up the plate orders for the new series. Numerous changes were made that corrected long 

standing mistakes, some of which dated from the dawn of the large size issues for some banks. However, 

it also cut the other way because mistakes showed up on the Series of 1929 notes. 

The protocol for handling corrections to town names was straight forward on large-size title blocks. 

The correction was generally applied throughout the title block; specifically, in the bank name, tombstone 

and postal location. Exceptions were made if the bankers had deliberately incorporated a colloquial version 

of their town within their bank name. Then the colloquial spelling would remain in the bank name. An 

excellent example is The Northborough National Bank, Northboro, Massachusetts (1279), which appeared 

on 1929 notes. 

Figure 2. The Post Office changed the presentation of New Castle to Newcastle in 1895, so 

the Comptroller’s clerks used Newcastle in the tombstone but ironically not in the postal 

location written in script on the Series of 1902 plate orders when the bank was extended 

for a second time in 1905. 
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SPELLING 

Spellers are perfectionists, and they can’t leave things alone. 

There were several instances where the spelling or presentation of town names varied in titles for 

the same bank that were not the result of formal title changes initiated by the bankers. They resulted from 

Comptroller-imposed changes or mistakes. All the known cases are listed on Table 1. 

Tuskaloosa/Tuscaloosa, Alabama 

Let’s start with Tuscaloosa, Alabama. Maybe you knew that originally it was spelled Tuskaloosa 

as used by The First National Bank. The change came before The Merchants National Bank was organized 

in 1887, yielding the spectacular large size threesome illustrated on Figure 4. The spelling was never 

modernized on the notes issued from The First National Bank. 

Muscogee/Muskogee, Oklahoma 

The c and k moved the opposite directions in Oklahoma. The original spelling for Muskogee, 

Oklahoma, was Muscogee when The First National Bank there was organized June 7, 1890. The 

Commercial National Bank of Muscogee followed in 1899. The spelling was changed by the post office in 

1900, a change that caused unprecedented consequences in the numbering of national bank notes. 

The town was named for the Muscogees who were a southeastern woodland tribe of native 

Americans forcefully displaced to the Indian Territory. They also are commonly called Creeks. 

The BEP set about altering the Indian and Oklahoma territorial plates into Oklahoma state plates 

after Oklahoma attained statehood November 16, 1907. The officers of The First National Bank applied for 

a formal title change to update the spelling of their town upon gaining statehood, a change that was approved 

by the Comptroller of the Currency on February 14, 1908. 

Figure 3. By the time the Series of 1929 notes came along, Northborough had 

been shortened to Northboro. The Comptroller’s clerks used the post office 

spelling for the town but left Northborough in the bank name as on the 

banker’s organization certificate, thus relegating it to colloquial status. 
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But there was a hitch. The two Series of 1882 plates for the bank, a 5-5-5-5 and 10-10-10-20, 

already had been altered and certified for use respectively on December 3 and 6, 1907, so carried the old 

spelling. A first printing from each already had been delivered to the Comptroller’s office as follows: 

Feb 1, 1908 5-5-5-5 1-125 U978484U-U97868U 
Feb 3, 1908 10-10-10-20 1-100 U6402U-U6501U. 

The Comptroller requested that these printings be canceled and reprinted after the plates had been 

corrected. The Bureau complied and delivered the replacements on March 31 using the identical bank and 

Treasury serials as on the original shipments. 

Well, that caused all kinds of consternation at the Comptroller’s office because those Treasury sheet 

serial numbers already had been logged into the Comptroller’s receipts ledgers under the old spelling. Now 

the clerks had to contend with the duplicated Treasury serials; specifically, they would have to enter them 

and forever keep track of the excesses when they audited the books. 

The upshot was that a curt letter was sent to the Bureau asking them never to reuse Treasury serials 

because to do so wrecked the books! The same thing had happened 18 years earlier over a two-month period 

in March and April 1890 with 625 sheets of 5-5-5-5s for The Peirce City National Bank of Missouri (4225). 

In that case Peirce had been misspelled Pierce so the plate had to be repaired resulting in serials 1-625 

H900978-H901602 being duplicated. The earlier excess Peirce City sheet serial numbers were still causing 

headaches each time the books were balanced. Now, it was pointed out, between these two situations there 

were totals of 750 extra 5-5-5-5 and 100 extra 10-10-10-20 Treasury serials in the receipt’s ledgers! 

To placate the Comptroller’s office, the Bureau dropped 750 5-5-5-5 Treasury serials, V207839V-

V208588V, and 100 10-10-10-20 serials, V273934V-V274033V, from use to balance out the duplicates. A 

letter dated April 7, 1908 from the Director of the Bureau to the Comptroller of the Currency confirming 

this adjustment is pasted in the receipt’s ledger, and the dropped entries are noted in the ledger on April 

Table 1.  Variations in spelling or presentation of proper names in bank titles on national bank notes.

Spelling or Presentation as Submitted by the Bankers Anomalous Occurrence Sourcea

2158 CA San Jose The First National Bank of San Jose' on 1929 notes O
337 IA Centreville The First National Bank of "of Centreville" in title; Centerville is town  on 1929 notes C

1926 IL Clinton The De Witt County National Bank of Dewitt on 1929 notes O
4737 IL Du Quoin The First National Bank of Duquion on 1929 notes O

23 IN Lafayette The First National Bank of La Fayette on Orig/1875 5-5-5-5 C
219 IN Green Castle The First National Bank of Greencastle on 1929 notes C
377 IN Laporte The First National Bank of La Porte on 1882, 1902, 1929 notes C
804 IN New Castle The First National Bank of Newcastle on Orig/1875 1-1-1-2, 5-5-5-5 O

2612 IN Lawrenceburgh The Peoples National Bank of Lawrenceburg on 1929 notes O
2717 IN La Fayette The First National Bank of Lafayette on 1882 5-5-5-5 O
3546 KS Smith Centre The First National Bank of Smith Center on 1929 notes O
6149 KS Leroy The First National Bank of Le Roy on 1902 notes with 1922 plate dates, 1929 O

428 MA East Hampton The First National Bank of Easthampton on 1902, 1929 notes C
1279 MA Northborough The Northborough National Bank town is Northboro on 1929 notes O

744 ME Waldoboro The Waldoboro National Bank Waldoboro' on Orig/1875 1-1-1-2 O

1108 ME Waldoboro The Medomak National Bank Waldoboro' on Orig/1875 $2 O

1235 MI Coldwater The Coldwater National Bank script Cold Water on Orig/1875 1-1-1-2, O

1235 MI Coldwater The Coldwater National Bank Cold Water in bank name & script on Orig/1875 10-10-10-20 O
1924 MI Coldwater The Southern Michigan National Bank of Script Cold Water on Orig 1-1-1-2 & Orig/1875 10-10-10-20 O

1783 MN Stillwater The Lumbermans National Bank of Lumbermens on Orig 1-1-1-2; Lumbermen's on 1882, 1902 O
12506 MO St. Louisb The American Exchange National Bank of Saint Louis on 1929 type 1 $5 1533-4088, $10 769-2032, $20 261-503 O

402 NY Port Chester The First National Bank of Portchester on Orig, 1875 notes C
1416 NY Mt. Morris The Genesee River National Bank of Mount Morris on 1882, 1902, 1929 notes; "of" omitted 1929 O

12250 NY New York The Jamaica National Bank of Jamaica misspelled Jamacia on 1929 type 1 F-position $5 1-13, $10 1-18 T

2360 OH Lebanon The Lebanon-Citizens National Bank & Trust Company Lebanon Citizens on 1929 notes   OMIT - WRONG LIST T
10692 OH Mt. Orab The Brown County National Bank of County misspelled Gounty on 1929 type 1 B-position $5 1-418,

$10 1-210, $20 1-74 O
5236 OK Muscogee (IT) The Commercical National Bank of Muskogee (OK) on 1882, 1902 state notes O
4168 OR Grants Pass The First National Bank of Southern Oregon at Grant's Pass on 1882, 1902 notes O

30 PA Wilkes Barre The First National Bank of Wilkes-Barre on 1929 notes C
1081 PA Green Castle The First National Bank of Greencastle on 1882, 1902, 1929 notes O
1156 PA New Castle The National Bank of Lawrence County at Newcastle in bank name, New Castle in script on 1902 notes O
5422 TX Bartlett The First National Bank of Bartlett misspelled Barlett on 1929 type 1 $10 1-459, $20 1-115 O

344 VT Fairhaven The First National Bank of Fair Haven on 1929 notes C
555 WI Fond Du Lac The First National Bank of Fond du Lac on 1902 notes C
873 WI Elk Horn The First National Bank of Elkhorn on 1902, 1929 notes O

5226 WV Saint Marys The First National Bank of Saint Mary's on 1882 notes O

a. Source for title submitted by bankers:  C=charter, O=organization report, T=title change in annual report of the Comptroller of the Currency.
b. Title is "The American Exchange National Bank of St. Louis" but city is "Saint Louis" on organization report.
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10th when those serials would have arrived at the Comptroller’s office. The letter is there so future auditors 

could understand just what had happened! 

As for The Commercial National Bank of Muscogee, the Comptroller took the opportunity without 

consulting the bankers to change the spelling on their three Series of 1882 brown back face plates when 

those territorial plates were altered into state plates. This was a Comptroller-imposed town name change 

that was carried out in April 1908. 

Figure 4. The bankers at The First National Bank used Tuskaloosa and never caved. The 

officers of the other two banks went with the Post Office spelling of Tuscaloosa. 
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Figure 5. The BEP altered the territorial plate for The First National Bank of Muscogee into 

a state plate before a formal title change from the bankers to change the spelling to Muskogee 

was approved by the Comptroller of the Currency. The result was the middle proof in this 

pair and a printing from that plate. The printing was canceled and the plate altered again to 

correct the town name. 
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The bankers waited until 1919 shortly before they extended their charter to formally apply for a 

title change to make the new spelling official. The change was approved by the Comptroller on July 24, 

1919 and the bank was extended November 25. Of course, the change was a fait accompli. 

When it was all over, I suspect everyone in the Comptroller’s office and BEP wished the good folks 

who named their town Muscogee had stuck with the original spelling for the place. The Muscogees also 

were known as Creeks. But if that had been used for the town name, someone would have wanted to change 

that spelling to Kreecs! Getting spellers to go in the same direction is akin to herding cats. 

Vermillion/Vermilion, South Dakota 

The spelling of Vermillion, South Dakota, vacillated so there was confusion about the correct 

spelling at different times in the various records maintained by the Comptroller of the Currency. The 

original spelling utilized by the town fathers had a double l, and that spelling was used until 1894. A single 

l was used from then until 1932 when the spelling reverted to the double l again. The double l has prevailed 

to the present. 

The officers of The First National Bank of Vermillion (4603), used a double l when they organized 

in 1891, and that spelling appeared on all their notes until their bank was liquidated in 1929. Next came 

The Vermilion National Bank (7352) in1904 spelled with a single l as expected. 

Figure 6. The Comptroller’s clerks had the BEP change the spelling of Muscogee to 

Muskogee on the plates for The Commercial National Bank when they altered them into 

state plates. The bankers followed up eleven years later with a formal title change request 

to make the change official shortly before they extended their charter. 
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Finally, The First National Bank and Trust Company of Vermilion (13346) was organized in 1929, 

also with a single l. Here is where things get interesting. The bankers dropped their trust powers in 1934, 

so changed their title to First National Bank in Vermillion, apparently with the double l consistent with the 

latest spelling in use by the Post Office beginning in 1932. 

We don’t know what spelling ended up on the meager 199 type 2 $10s and $20s issued with the 

new title. The answer awaits the discovery of one of them. If it has a double l, it will make for a curious 

Figure 7. The spelling of Vermillion in South Dakota began with two ls, changed to one in 

1894 and morphed back to two in 1932. The title for charter 13346 in this trio was changed to 

First National Bank in Vermillion in 1934 so notes with the new title probably have two ls. 

Photo of the Series of 1929 note from Heritage Auction Archives. 
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pair when coupled with a note bearing the first title with a single l. 

There was another note-issuing Vermilion, this one in Illinois. The bankers at The First National 

Bank (10365) there, who organized in 1913, used a single l. 

PUNCTUATION 

Let’s take a look at some punctuation. Before you throw up your hands, and scream “What level of 

trivia is this?” read on. There is interesting stuff here. 

APOSTROPHIES 

Apostrophes have two common uses. They denote 

collective or singular ownership, such as Merchants’ and 

Merchant’s. They also denote missing letters in non-English 

constructions or vernacular English usages. Examples are: 

isn’t (is not), l’eau (water in French), and D’ya know what’s 

goin’ on? Apostrophes routinely denoted contractions in town 

names with foreign origins such as Coeur d’Alene, Idaho; 

L’Anse Creuse, Michigan, and O’Neill, Nebraska. 

I have made a concerted effort to identify all the 

situations where the use of apostrophes was inconsistent in 

the titles appearing on the notes issued from the same bank. 

They are listed on Table 2. None of these resulted from formal 

title changes initiated by the bankers. Most resulted from 

transcribing mistakes made by clerks on plate orders. 

Transcription mistakes were made because as revealed in the footnotes on the table, the clerks occasionally 

miscopied the information onto various official records. This added ambiguity about exactly what should 

appear on the notes. What got on them sometimes depended upon where the clerk looked for the correct 

title! 

Monaca, Pennsylvania 

The possessive use of apostrophes was erratic and inconsistent in national bank titles. The tendency 

was to avoid them entirely, a custom that prevailed probably much to the chagrin of literate types. 

Take the common name “The Farmers National Bank.” Is that form satisfactory, or should it be 

“The Farmer’s National Bank” or “The Farmers’ National Bank?” 

Forget the distinctions? Here the word Farmer is serving as an adjective. The apostrophe in front 

of the s implies that the bank belongs to one farmer, after the s implies it belongs to all the farmers but no 

apostrophe is grammatically incorrect according to sticklers. Sure, Farmers is a legitimate word; that is, 

when used as a plural noun, but that isn’t its context here. 

Figure 8. The town hosting The First National Bank of Vermilion, Illinois, used the single l 

spelling. 

Figure 9. This title block from L’Anse 

Creuse, which translates into the deep 

cove, nicely illustrates an apostrophe that 

denotes a contraction in an imported 

French phrase. 
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Is this giving you a headache? Join the crowd. Those bankers and lawyers writing bank names 

mostly didn’t know the difference either and probably didn’t care. However, some did, and their products 

add grace to our lexicon of bank names. The problem was that occasionally their apostrophes were 

inconsistently applied from series to series or even from sheet combination to sheet combination within a 

series. In fact, there even was inconsistency between the subjects on 1-1-1-2 plates, where different bank 

note companies prepared the different values! See Table 2. 

COMMAS 

Commas are used to separate items in lists within running text. They also are used to denote places 

for you to catch your breath as you read when a sentence turns some grammatical corner. 

Commas weren’t used frequently in national bank titles. Known occurrences are listed on Table 3. 

Newton, Massachusetts 

Commas between bank and town names on national bank notes serve to link the bank name to the 

town akin to the prepositions “of” “at” and “in.” When a comma was appended to a bank name on a national, 

the town name had to follow above the will-pay line in the title block. The Series of 1882 and 1902 proofs 

for a Newton, Massachusetts, bank illustrate this. 

Table 2. Anomalous uses or omissions of apostrophes in bank titles on national bank notes.

Bank Name Submitted by the Bankers Anomalous Occurrence Sourcea

1893 DC Washington The Citizens National Bank of
Washington City "Citizens'" on 1882 O

869 IN Indianapolis The Merchants National Bank ofb "Merchants'" on Orig $2 O
1890 IN Greensburg The Citizens National Bank of "Citizens'" on 1882, 1902 O
2188 IN Evansville The Citizens National Bank of "Citizens'" on 1929 O
4121 IN Kokomo The Citizens National Bank of "Citizen's" on 1929 O
1910 KS Ottawa The Peoples National Bank of "People's" on 1882, 1902 O
2409 KY Danville The Farmers National Bank of "Farmer's" on 1929 O

744 ME Waldoboro' The Waldoboro' National Bank no apostrophy on Orig/1875 5-5-5-5, 10-10-10-20 O
1108 ME Waldoboro The Medomak National Bank of "Waldoboro'" on Orig/1875 $2 O
4252 ME Houlton The Farmers National Bank of "Farmers'" on 1882, 1902 O
1783 MN Stillwater The Lumbermans National Bank of "Lumbermen's on 1882, 1902 O
1863 MN Faribault The Citizens National Bank of "Citizens'" on 1882. 1902 O
3404 NH Newport The Citizen's National Bank of no apostrophy on 1882, 1902 O
4793 NH Claremont The Peoples National Bank of "People's" on 1882, 1902 O
4147 NJ Keyport The People's National Bank of no apostrophy on 1882. 1902 O
3245 NY Salem The Peoples National Bank of "People's" on 1929 O

844 OH Cincinnati The Merchants National Bank of "Merchants'" on Orig/1875 $2 O
2544 OH East Liverpool The Potters' National Bank, no apostrophy on 1902 O
2544 OH East Liverpool The Potters' National Bank, no apostrophy or comma, "of" added on 1902, 1929 O
3535 OH Wapakoneta The Peoples National Bank ofc "People's" on 1929 O
3654 OH Canfield The Farmers National Bank ofd "Farmers'" on 1929 O
4168 OR Grants Pass The First National bank of

Southern Oregon at "Grant's Pass" on 1882. 1902 O
649 PA Pottsville The Miners' National Bank of no apostrophy on Orig, 1875, 1882, 1902 C

2280 PA Ashland Citizens National Bank of "Citizens'" on 1929 O
4923 PA Ephrata The Farmers National Bank of "Farmer's" on 1882, 1902 O
5879 PA Monaca The Citizens National Bank of "Citizens'" on 1929 ty 1 $5 1-1676, $10 1-744, $20 1-218 O
9526 PA McAlisterville The Farmers' National Bank of no apostrophy on 1929 O

11127 PA Liberty The Farmers' National Bank of no apostrophy on 1902 O
10198 TN Fayetteville Farmer's National Bank of no apostrophy on 1929 O

5226 WV St. Marys The First National Bank of "St. Mary's" on 1882 O

a. Code showing the source for the correct bank name as submitted by the bankers:  C=Charter, O=organization report
b. There are two sets of Organization Reports in the National Archives, one doesn’t show the apostrophe, the other uses Merchants'
c. There are two sets of Organization Reports in the National Archives, one doesn’t show the apostrophe, the other uses Peoples'
d. There are two sets of Organization Reports in the National Archives, one doesn’t show the apostrophe, the other uses Farmer's
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Figure 10. The official title for 

The Citizens National Bank of 

Monaca had no apostrophe, but 

one was mistakenly used on the 

first of three sets of Series of 

1929 overprinting plates made 

for the bank. This is the only 

bank in the country that has 

been discovered to date where 

Series of 1929 notes come with 

and without an apostrophe. 

Photos from Bob Liddell. 

Figure 11. The 

difference between 

these two layouts is 

the lowly comma. Its 

presence on the Series 

of 1902 plate order 

dictated that Newton, 

the town, had to 

appear above the will-

pay line in the title 

block. West Newton 

was a district in 

Newton. 
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The official definition of a bank title as used by the Comptroller’s office was the name of the bank 

plus and the town. The bankers wrote “The First National Bank of West Newton” in the blank reserved for 

their title but failed to include Newton. One of the Comptroller’s clerks appended Newton to their title in 

effect causing the title to become “The First National Bank of West Newton Newton,” which was how such 

mistakes were typically handled at the time. West Newton was relegated to district status whereas Newton 

was elevated to town status. 

Newton—a Comptroller-imposed town name—was placed in the postal location on the $5 Series 

of 1882 plate following protocol in effect in 1886. When the Series of 1902 plate was ordered, the title 

supplied by the Comptroller’s office to the BEP was “The First National Bank of West Newton, Newton.” 

The presence of the comma dictated that both the comma and Newton had to appear above the will-pay 

line in the 1902 title block. 

Figure 12. The official spelling for this Stillwater bank was Lumbermens, which 

correctly appeared only on $1 and $2 Original Series notes. Lumbermans was 

used on all the other Original/1875 series denominations and Lumbermen’s on 

the Series of 1882 and 1902 issues. Photo of the $1 from David Bowers. 
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Boston, Massachusetts 

“The National Bank of North America, Boston” in Massachusetts, charter 672, served up a curious 

variant on the same theme. In this case the bankers correctly submitted a complete title wherein they used 

a comma to formally separate the bank name from Boston. Consequently, the comma served to link the 

bank name to Boston much like the preposition “of.” The comma correctly appeared on all the notes issued 

from the bank, except those from one $5 Series of 1882 plate. Here is that story. 

The lettering in the title block on the $5 Series of 1882 A-B-C-D face for the bank was engraved 

using a patented lettering machine in 1884, and it dutifully contained the comma. With a patented letter 

layout, the plate was a member of a class of plates that was deemed inartistic and systematically purged. 

The E-F-G-H replacement for it was certified February 21, 1888. 

They left the comma off the new plate. This is the only occurrence in the country where this 

Table 3. Bank names containing commas that appeared on national bank notes.

Location Bank Name with Comma Series with Comma

2014 CA Sacramento The National Bank of D. O. Mills & Co., Sacramento, 1875, 1882, 1902
9655 CA San Francisco The Bank of California, National Association 1902
10282 CA Oroville Rideout, Smith National Bank of 1902
2174 FL Jacksonville The First National Bank of Florida, Orig, 1875, 1882
6290 IL Chicago The National Bank of North America, 1902
6291 LA Providence The First National Bank of Lake Providence, at 1902
672 MA Boston The National Bank of North America, Orig, 1875, 1882 except 1882

5-5-5-5 sheets 10251-20460
3598 MA Newton The First National Bank of West Newton, 1902
4939 MO St. Joseph The First National Bank of Buchanan County, 1882
5671 MT Helena The National Bank of Montana, 1882, 1902
2138 NH Rochester The Rochester National Bank, Orig & 1875 1-1-1-2
345 NY New York Irving National Bank, 1902
1262 NY Albany The New York State Bank, Orig, 1875 except Orig 1-1-1-2
5284 NY Alexandria Bay The First National Bank of the Thousand Islands, 1882, 1902
2544 OH East Liverpool The Potters' National Bank, 1875 5-5-5-5

The Potters National Bank, 1902
542 PA Philadelphia The Corn Exchange National Bank, Orig 1-1-1-2
546 PA Philadelphia The National Bank of Germantown, Orig & 1875 1-1-1-2
11908 PA Philadelphia The National Bank of North Philadelphia, 1902
5268 VA Fredericksburg The Conway, Gordon and Garnett National Bank of 1882
3615 WY Laramie The Albany National Bank, 1902

The following comprise a class of titles where the state was redundantly repeated in the bank name with a comma
separating the town and state:

3879 CO Canyon City The First National Bank of Canyon City, Colorado 1882, 1902
3740 GA Macon The Merchants National Bank of Macon, GA 1882
1733 IL Springfield The State National Bank of Springfield, Illinois Orig 1-1-1-2
13577 IL Peru The State-National Bank of Peru, Illinois 1929 first title
3543 KS Junction City The First National Bank of Junction City, Kansas 1882, 1902
3706 KS Kansas City The First National Bank of Kansas City, Kansas 1882
3726 KS Kansas City The Wyandotte National Bank of Kansas City, Kansas 1882
3861 KS Hutchinson The National Bank of Commerce, at Hutchinson, Kansas. 1882
3868 MA Rockland The First National Bank of Rockland, Massachusetts 1882
3886 MI St. Ignace The First National Bank of St. Ignace, Michigan 1882
13307 MI Niles The City National Bank and Trust Company of Niles, Michigan 1902
3760 MO Kansas City The National Bank of Commerce of Kansas City, Missouri 1882, 1902
3959 MO Nevada The First National Bank of Nevada, Missouri 1882, 1902
11360 NY Jamestown The Liberty National Bank of Jamestown, N.Y. 1902
10 OH Dayton The Second National Bank of Dayton, Ohio Orig & 1875 10-10-10-10
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happened within a given plate combination in the same series. It is possible to collect both varieties on 

brown backs. The changeover bank sheet serial numbers between them are 10250/10251. 

The omission of the comma transformed the appearance of the title block into a close cousin of title 

blocks that began to appear in 1895. A protocol was adopted then that required the town name to be inserted 

above the will-pay line when it was unclear from the bank name where the bank was located. 

Sacramento, California 

The laurels for the most punctuated bank title go to “The National Bank of D. O. Mills & Co., 

Sacramento, California.” The engravers at the Continental Bank Note Company included on the title block 

for the Original Series $5 plate every comma and period right down to the comma separating Sacramento 

from California and the period terminating California. 

Peru, Illinois 

All commas were systematically omitted from title blocks on Series of 1929 notes. In fact, the only 

comma on a Series of 1929 issue occurs in the strange first title for charter 13577, “The State-National 

Bank of Peru, Illinois.” Peru, Illinois was redundantly duplicated by mistake in the bank name by the 

bankers, so their comma survived. They got rid of it with a formal bank name change to “State-National 

Bank of” in 1933. 

East Liverpool, Ohio 

When you study a topic such as title oddities and mistakes, eventually you find the ultimate example 

of one that caused problems forever. That is the story of The Potters’ National Bank, East Liverpool, Ohio. 

Figure 13. Notice that the bank name on the earlier name for this Boston brown back face 

has a terminal comma, whereas the other doesn’t. The official title included the comma. This 

is the only recognized case in the country where a comma was dropped from a sheet 

combination mid series. 
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When the smoke cleared, four permutations of the title appeared on its notes, only the one on its very first 

plate being the official title submitted by the bankers! 

The bankers dutifully wrote “The Potters’ National Bank, East Liverpool” within the quotes on 

their organization certificate. The bank was chartered in 1881 and received charter 2544. The emissions 

from the bank were inclusive of the Series of 1875 and 1929, before it was liquidated in October 1931. 

The bank was among the last to receive Series of 1875 notes, so they were used until July 1901 

when the bank’s charter was extended. Series of 1875 $5s were used exclusively until 1900 and they carried 

the correct title of the bank including the comma. 

The Gold Standard Act of March 14, 1900, limited the issuances of $5s to a third of the circulation 

of a bank. The result was that a Series of 1875 10-10-10-20 plate had to be prepared and 266 sheets of notes 

were issued from it over the following year. 

The Series of 1875 10-10-10-20 plate was where the fun began because from then on, the title was 

jinxed. Someone mistakenly listed the title as “The Potters’ National Bank of East Liverpool” on the plate 

order. Notice the inserted “of.” 

The inserted “of” was carried forward when the bank was extended in 1901, and, in fact, the “of” 

is shown in the table of expiring charters in the 1900 annual report of the Comptroller of the Currency. 

Consequently, the Series of 1882 10-10-10-20 plate had the wrong title as well. The mistake was 

perpetuated on a new Series of 1882 5-5-5-5 plate ordered in 1909 during the date back era, so all the Series 

of 1882 plates came out wrong. 

The title was corrected by dropping the “of” and reinserted the comma when the Series of 1902 

came along after the bank was extended for a second time in 1921. However, the apostrophe on Potters was 

lost in the process yielding yet a third variant of the title: “The Potters National Bank, East Liverpool.” 

Figure 15. The Series of 1929 title block for charter 

13577, where the bankers redundantly included Illinois 

in their bank title, is the only case where a comma 

appeared on Series of 1929 notes. 

Figure 14. The most punctuated bank title ever written was “The National Gold Bank of D. O. 

Mills & Co., Sacramento, California.” Photo from Heritage Auction Archives. 
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Figure 17. “Of” was inserted by mistake into the East Liverpool title on the Series of 1875 

10-10-10-20 plate made in June 1900. The mistake was carried forward onto all the Series 

of 1882 plates made for the bank. 

Figure 16. The only plate with the official title as submitted by the bankers made for this East 

Liverpool bank was the one that appeared on the $5 Series of 1875 notes used from 1881 until 

1901. Notice the apostrophe and comma. 

Figure 18. The third variant of the East Liverpool title appeared on the Series of 1902 blue 

seals when the bank was extended for a second time in 1921. The comma correctly replaced 

the “of” but the apostrophe was accidentally omitted from Potters.=  Photo from Don Kelly. 
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In accord with a new protocol, the typesetters who laid out the Series of 1929 title blocks omitted 

all the commas that were used to link bank names to towns. Consequently, the comma disappeared so the 

title was stripped of all punctuation to “The Potters National Bank East Liverpool.” 

HYPHENS 

Hyphens occurred with regularity in bank titles, often involving titles for banks following mergers 

where parts of the former titles for both banks were jointed. A curious example came about when the Third 

National Bank, charter (20), and Fifth National Bank, charter 2798, in Cincinnati merged in 1908 to become 

The Fifth-Third National Bank, which operated under charter 2798. 

The strangest title to come down the pike with a hyphen was “Farmers and Mechanics-National 

Bank of Phoenixville, Pennsylvania,” used on the later Series of 1929 notes for charter 1936. This title 

makes no grammatical sense. It has the look of a typesetting error where a superfluous hyphen was 

accidentally inserted into the bank name. This curiosity has to be explained. 

This title was formally applied for by the bankers and approved for use by the Comptroller of the 

Currency on March 24, 1932. Previously the title of the bank was “The Farmers and Mechanics National 

Bank of Phoenixville,” a perfectly normal title. 

I couldn’t understand the new version until I read that the bankers absorbed charter 674 “The 

National Bank of Phoenixville” through a consolidation on that same date. They then combined the titles 

of their banks in the same fashion as was being done by bankers involved in mergers across the country. 

Figure 19. The fourth East Liverpool variant actually is a technical 

modification of the title used on the East Liverpool 1902 notes because the 

comma was dropped. The comma notwithstanding, the title is still incorrect 

because there should be an apostrophe after Potters. Photo from Don Kelly. 

Figure 20. The hyphen between Mechanics and National on this note looks 

like a typographical error. It isn’t. The hyphen resulted from a merged title 

between “The Farmers and Mechanics National Bank of” and “The National 

Bank of” Phoenixville. Photo from Heritage Auction Archives. 
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Figure 23. The hyphen was not used on 

the banker=s organization certificate, 

but rather was added to the plate order 

for the Series of 1929 logotype plates by 

a clerk in the Comptroller’s office. It 

was more common for punctuation to 

be omitted than added to 1929 notes. 

Heritage Auction Archives photo. 

Figure 21. The 

original title for 

charter 1936 in 

Phoenixville had 

this traditional 

form dating 

from 1872. 

Figure 22. The 

problem with 

this title before 

the merger in 

1932 with 

charter 1936 

was no adjective 

modified the 

word National. 

Photo from 

Heritage 

Auction 

Archives. 
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The problem was that there was no adjective before National in the title for charter 674. 

Consequently, the new title came out as “Farmers and Mechanics-National Bank of!” Entirely logical, but 

weirdly strange. 

ACCENT MARKS 

Other than accent marks, diacritical marks—punctuation often used to indicate stress or special 

pronunciation in non-English languages—were not used in bank titles on national bank notes. Accent marks 

appeared sparingly; specifically, on the notes from The First National Bank of Santa Fe’, New Mexico 

(1750), The Second National Bank of Santa Fe’, New Mexico (2024), and The First National Bank of San 

Jose’, California (2158). 

The usage of the accent mark in the San Jose’ title was limited solely to the Series of 1929 notes 

and was added somewhere in the process as the 1929 logotype plates were ordered. The bankers had not 

included the accent mark on their organization certificate in 1874. 

DISCUSSION 

Quite possibly worrying about spellings of town names and punctuation in bank titles is the ultimate 

in national bank note trivia. However, as revealed in this section, innumerable curiosities were forthcoming. 

Many resulted from mistakes. From the time the bankers named their banks to the time the bank note 

companies or Bureau of Engraving rendered those names onto plates, opportunities were rife for 

transcription glitches and inconsistencies to creep in. All of this involved human endeavor so it had to be 

fraught with imperfection! The surprise is that glitches were infrequent. Regardless of how the varieties 

came about, they can greatly enrich a collection. 
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